The data of this study are available at <http://datadryad.org/>. Data package title: Data from: Differentiating self-projection from simulation during mentalizing: Evidence from fMRI (doi:[10.5061/dryad.9mb7r](http://dx.doi.org/10.5061/dryad.9mb7r)).

Introduction {#sec001}
============

To successfully predict behavior or decisions of another person, we must understand his or her feelings, thoughts, goals, desires and preferences. The discovery of how the brain enables us to infer mental states of others is a central field of social neuroscience research.

Traditionally, there are two different approaches in explaining what mentalizing is in cognitive terms. One view is that people refer to their own mental processes as a model to understand and predict others. This view is often called simulation theory \[[@pone.0121405.ref001],[@pone.0121405.ref002]\], and similar ideas were formulated in theories of social projection \[[@pone.0121405.ref003]\] and egocentricity \[[@pone.0121405.ref004]\]. In its purest form, simulation theory suggests that there is no need of knowledge about other minds in mentalizing: we directly understand the mental life of others by internally replicating ("simulating") it without any explicit reflection \[[@pone.0121405.ref005]\]. The competing approach postulates that we predict other people's thoughts and actions by applying a set of rules, which consists of naïve knowledge about the mental domain. Thus, people possess a theory of mind which consists, for example, of a set of laws on how external stimuli become inner states (e.g., perceptions) and how some inner states (e.g., beliefs and desires) lead to behavior (e.g., choices). According to this approach, called theory-theory \[[@pone.0121405.ref006],[@pone.0121405.ref007]\] people predict the actions of others by ascribing beliefs, desires and other mental states to them.

Neuroimaging studies showed that some brain areas engaged during mentalizing, in particular the ventral mPFC, overlap with brain areas activated during self-related thought. This was interpreted as reflecting an instance of self-projection i.e. that people use knowledge about their own thoughts, feelings, and preferences as a guide to others \[[@pone.0121405.ref008]--[@pone.0121405.ref010]\]. Moreover, it was sometimes taken as support for simulation-based accounts \[[@pone.0121405.ref008]\], as it was found that brain activation in the ventral mPFC was higher for mentalizing about similar compared to dissimilar others \[[@pone.0121405.ref008],[@pone.0121405.ref011]\] and that the concordance between one's own choices and the predicted choices for other people is stronger when activation in the ventral mPFC is high during prediction \[[@pone.0121405.ref010]\]. These findings support simulation theory which postulates that perceivers only use own mental processes as a model to predict others when these individuals are in some way perceived as similar to the self.

The reviewed findings speak for self-projection and simulation as important strategies for mentalizing. However, theoretical accounts about these two strategies are currently not clearly differentiated. In the present study, we clarify to which extent self-projection implies simulation. One feature that distinguishes simulation from other forms of mentalizing is that simulation can take place even if we don't have a concept for what the other person has on her mind.

To make that clear, we consider the conception of mental states in the philosophy of mind, see e.g. \[[@pone.0121405.ref012]\]. Mental states such as for example, thoughts, beliefs and desires have "intentionality", which means they are *about* something (e.g. "John wants to have a *glass of water*"). For mentalizing, one therefore needs to think about a mental state like "he wants to have", and about the thing this mental state is about, like "... glass of water". With respect to the latter, it is assumed that we can mentally represent the things in this world in two basic varieties \[[@pone.0121405.ref013]\]. On the one hand, our mental representations of things can be composed of concepts and not have phenomenal ("what it is like") features. On the other hand, our mental states like sensations mainly (or only) have phenomenal features but no conceptual basis.

This distinction in our mental representations has an interesting implication for mentalizing. For simulation, we can use any kind of our own mental representations and project them to another person, as for example "John probably has the same mental state (or feeling) as I do---although I can't really tell what it is...". Any form of hypothetical thinking or theorizing, on the other hand, must be based on mental representations composed of concepts, and is hardly possible for purely phenomenal content.

With respect to this distinction between phenomenal versus conceptual mental states, the case of colors is of interest. Our sensory perception of colors is very rich and can detect most nuanced differences. Our mental representations of colors, however, do not directly reflect the physical features of colors, but are organized according to conceptual (i.e., linguistic) categories, like "blue, green, red \..." \[[@pone.0121405.ref014]\]. For example, it was found \[[@pone.0121405.ref015],[@pone.0121405.ref016]\] that if two colors are from two different conceptual categories (e.g. "green" vs. "blue"), they are easier to distinguish and remember than two colors with the same physical distance but from one conceptual category (e.g. two widely different hues of green). This shows that our mind stores and represents colors not only according to their physical features, but also according to conceptual categories.

This feature of color-stimuli is used in the present study to differentiate between self-projection and simulation. We asked participants to predict which out of two colors another person would prefer. In one condition, the two colors were two hues of the same color-category (e.g., two hues of green). In this situation the thing that the other person's mental state is about (i.e. the experience of two hues of green) is predominantly phenomenal and non-conceptual in nature. Therefore, we expected that simulation takes place in this condition---i.e. an internal replication of mental states without explicit reflection. In another condition, we showed participants two different primary colors. Here, the thing the other's mental state is about (i.e., primary color green compared to primary color blue) can be captured in thought by concepts, which should facilitate the use of a theory for mentalizing.

By manipulating the nature of the color-difference in our stimuli, we aim at finding brain areas preferentially engaged in simulation. To see how this relates to self-projection, we additionally manipulated the target person for mentalizing by asking students either to rate their own preference, to predict the preference of a student (similar other), or of a retiree (dissimilar other). The expectation based on self-projection is overlapping activation for self and similar other, but less overlaps for self and dissimilar other. Based on previous research, we expect to find these overlaps mainly in cortical midline areas, such as vmPFC and precuneus \[[@pone.0121405.ref008],[@pone.0121405.ref009],[@pone.0121405.ref011]\] Taken that self-projection is linked to mental simulation, we would expect the following for our color-manipulation: Overlapping activations in midline areas for self and similar other in trials that show two hues of the same color-category, but not (or less so) in trials that show two conceptually different colors. Moreover, this activation difference (similar colors \> different colors) should be found for similar other but not for dissimilar other (i.e., we expect an interaction between self-other similarity and color-factor).

Methods {#sec002}
=======

Participants {#sec003}
------------

The participants for the fMRI study were 24 (12 male) native German speakers. 2 participants were left handed, the rest of them were right handed. All participants were undergraduate students at the University of Salzburg (Austria). Mean age was 21.4 years; age-range was 19--27. All participants had normal or corrected-to-normal vision and reported no history of neurological or psychiatric disease. Participants gave a written informed consent and received course credit for participation. The study was approved by the ethics committee of the University of Salzburg ("Ethikkommission der Paris Lodron-Universität Salzburg").

Tasks and Stimuli {#sec004}
-----------------

### Preference-decision task {#sec005}

In sum, the preference-decision task was arranged as a two-factorial design, with the factors perspective (self, student, retiree) and concept (different vs. conceptually similar colors). An illustration of the design and stimuli of our study is given in [Fig. 1](#pone.0121405.g001){ref-type="fig"}. Participants were told that their task would be to evaluate different colors in order to use them for the packaging of commercial products. In the *self* condition, participants had to choose for themselves which of two colors they prefer. In the *similar other* condition, they had to predict which of the two colors a typical student of the same gender would choose. Thus, the target person was similar to the participant with regard to gender, age and occupation. In the *dissimilar other* condition, participants had to predict the preferred color of a typical retiree of the opposite sex for each color pair (dissimilar with regard to gender, age and occupation). Participants responded with the index finger ("left color") or the middle finger ("right color") of their dominant hand. We presented pairs of clearly different primary colors in one half of the trials, and pairs of different hues of the same color-category in the other half of the trials.

![Task design.\
The preference decision task was arranged as a two-factorial design, with the factors perspective and concept. The perspective factor varied whether participants had to indicate their own preference (self), the preference of a student (similar other), or the preference of a retiree (dissimilar other) for one of the presented colors. The concept factor varied whether the two colors were conceptually similar or different. The control task asked for a one-back judgment on the color pairs.](pone.0121405.g001){#pone.0121405.g001}

### One-back control task {#sec006}

The one-back task served as a control condition for the preference-decision task. Participants saw the same color-pairs as in the preference-decision task, but were asked for an old/new judgment on each pair (i.e., already seen on the trial immediately before). Participants responded with the index finger ("old") or the middle finger ("new").

### Stimuli {#sec007}

Stimulus examples are shown in [Fig. 1](#pone.0121405.g001){ref-type="fig"}. For the conceptually different color-pairs, we arranged the primary colors (red, green, and blue) into pairs. The different primary colors in each of the resulting pairs had a minimum distance of 360 units in RGB space. Additional pairs of conceptually different colors were created with other primary / prototypical colors (black, white, yellow, cyan, and pink). Again, these additional color pairs were created in such a way that the two colors had a minimum distance of 360 units in RGB space. For the conceptually similar color-pairs, we created different hues of primary / prototypical colors. Different hues of a primary color were created by minimally varying its RGB configuration, with the constraint that there had to be a perceptual difference between the different hues---resulting pairs had a distance of 90 RGB units.

Study design {#sec008}
------------

In the fMRI experiment, the same sets of 10 conceptually similar and 10 conceptually different color pairs were presented in i) preference decision task for self, ii) preference decision task for a similar other iii) preference decision task for a dissimilar other and iv) the one-back task. The 20 color pairs were presented 4 times (at random positions) in the four tasks, resulting in a total of 320 trials.

The experiment was implemented as a block design. Blocks from the preference decision task, blocks from the one-back task and resting blocks were presented together in a pseudo-randomized order. A block showed 5 color-pairs for 3.2 seconds each, resulting in 16 seconds. During each block, an instruction cue was presented on top of the display (for the preference decisions: 'self', 'student' or 'retiree'; for the one-back task: 'old/new'). In addition, the two options for button-press were displayed on the corresponding sides of the screen (i.e., the option for the left response button was shown on the left side of the screen, the option for the right response button on the right side). Participants were instructed to respond as soon as they felt ready. There were a total of 320 trials, which were presented in 64 blocks, with 8 additional resting blocks which displayed the word 'pause' on the screen. The experiment was divided into two runs, which presented 36 blocks each. Blocks were separated by a short break of 3.2 seconds. Equal numbers of participants were assigned to one of three stimulus lists, each starting with a different condition (self, similar other or dissimilar other). Stimulus delivery and response registration were controlled by Presentation (Neurobehavioral Systems Inc., Albany, CA, USA). Before the experiments started, training sessions were used to familiarize participants with the tasks. The whole imaging experiment took approximately 35 minutes.

fMRI data acquisition and analysis {#sec009}
----------------------------------

Data were acquired on a 3T MRI scanner (Siemens Magnetom Trio, Siemens Medical Solutions, Erlangen, Germany) using a 32 channel head coil. Functional images were acquired were acquired with a T2\* weighted echo-planar imaging (EPI) sequence (TR 2250 ms, TE 30 ms, Flip Angle 70°, matrix size 64 x 64, FOV 192 mm, in-plane resolution 3x3mm). Within one TR, 36 slices with a slice thickness of 3 mm were acquired. Functional imaging was divided into 2 scanning session, each collecting 350 images. Functional imaging took altogether 27 minutes. In addition, we collected a high-resolution structural image (1 x 1 x 1.2 mm) with a T1-weighted MPRAGE sequence, and a pair of fieldmaps (phase and magnitude images).

Data preprocessing and statistical analysis were performed with SPM 8 (<http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm>) running in a MATLAB 7.6 environment (Mathworks Inc., Sherbon MA, USA). Functional images were realigned and unwarped using the parameters from the fieldmap images, and coregistered to the high-resolution structural image. The structural image was segmented into a grey matter, a white matter and a CSF image; then the three images were normalized to corresponding MNI T1 template images. The resulting parameters were used for spatial normalization of the functional images. Functional images were resampled to isotropic 3x3x3 mm voxels and smoothed with a 6 mm FWHM Gaussian Kernel.

Statistical analysis was implemented as a two stage random effects model. In the subject specific first level models, every condition from our experiment was modeled as a separate regressor within a general linear model. These regressors were convolved by a canonical hemodynamic response function. Six regressors coding for head-movements were modeled as covariates of no interest. Functional data in the first levels model were high pass filtered (cut-off 128 sec) and corrected for temporal autocorrelation by an AR(1) model \[[@pone.0121405.ref017]\]. At the first level, we calculated linear contrasts between parameter estimates, which reflect signal change for the different conditions versus passive rest.

For specific inference, we entered all eight images from each subject into a two-factorial repeated measures ANOVA (flexible factorial), with the factors task (self, student, retiree, one-back) and color (conceptually similar, conceptually dissimilar). Within this model, we computed planned *t*-contrasts. Results were thresholded at a voxelwise *p*\<.001 and a cluster-level threshold of *p*\<.05 FWE corrected.

Results {#sec010}
=======

Behavioral Results {#sec011}
------------------

### Internal consistency of choices {#sec012}

Because each color-pair was repeated for 4 times throughout our task, we could analyze how consistent participants were in their choices (for themselves and for others). We defined a choice as consistent if a participant selected the same color on all repetitions. The mean consistencies are shown in [Fig. 2A](#pone.0121405.g002){ref-type="fig"}. Participants were most consistent in their own choices (in about 7 out of 10 color-pairs). An ANOVA with the factors perspective (self, similar other, dissimilar other) and concept (different or similar colors) found a strong main effect of perspective on choice-consistencies, *F*(2,46) = 8.10, *p*\<.001. Choices for self were more consistent than choices for for dissimilar others, post-hoc *t*-test *p*\<.005. Choices for similar others only marginally differed from the other conditions. No other effects were significant in the ANOVA.

![Behavioral Results.\
(A) Mean (SD) for internal consistency of choice over time. Gives the number of color-pairs (max = 10) where choices were consistent across all 4 repetitions throughout the experiment. (B) Mean (SD) reaction times for choices. (C) Mean (SD) percentage of matching choices for self and others, separately shown for self-similar other and self-dissimilar other. \* *p*\<.05 \*\* *p*\<.01.](pone.0121405.g002){#pone.0121405.g002}

The chance-probability of selecting the same option on 4 consecutive trials of a two-alternative forced choice task is 1/8 (which equals to 1.25 out of 10 color-pairs, probability is determined by the binomial distribution). One sample *t*-tests showed that for all conditions, consistencies were highly significantly above chance level, *t*s(23) \> 10.15, *p*s\<.001. That means that all choices, irrespective of perspective and concept, were done in a systematic way by participants.

### Reaction Times {#sec013}

Mean reaction times are shown in [Fig. 2B](#pone.0121405.g002){ref-type="fig"}. We performed repeated measures ANOVA on reaction times with factors perspective (self, similar other, dissimilar other) and concept (different or similar colors). We found a strong main effect of perspective (*F*(2,46) = 34.0, *p*\<.001). The main effect of perspective showed that making predictions for a similar other and a dissimilar other took participants longer than making choices for self, post-hoc test *p*s\<.001. Moreover, making predictions for a dissimilar other took participants longer than for a similar other (*p*\<.05). No other effects of the ANOVA reached significance.

### Match between choices for self and other {#sec014}

For each decision to be made in the experiment, we determined whether the choice for self was the same as for other. In other words, we created a categorical outcome variable that coded for each trial (i.e. each repetition of a color-pair), if the own-choice succeeded or failed to predict the choice made for other. To avoid possible confounds with the stimulus order, we only analyzed color-pairs where participants were consistent in their own choice across all 4 repetitions. That left us with 2734 out of 3792 trials for the analysis. We note that the total number of trials in the experiment would be 3840 (10 color-pairs x 4 repetitions x 2 color-conditions x 2 targets (self-similar other, self-dissimilar other) x 24 participants). However, due to an error in the stimulus coding, we could not analyze data from 1 out of 40 trials in the similar colors---similar other conditions. That left us with 3792 instead of 3840 trials. For an intuitive overview, the mean percentage of success-trials (where self- and other-choice was the same) is shown in [Fig. 2C](#pone.0121405.g002){ref-type="fig"}. We used the lme4 package \[[@pone.0121405.ref018]\] version 1.1--7 to estimate mixed effect models predicting the likelihood of matches between choices made for self and others. We started with a baseline model including participant, target (similar other, dissimilar other) and color (conceptually similar, conceptually dissimilar) as random effects. We then included target as a main effect in our model, which substantially improved the goodness of the model (*CHI*²(1) = 8.83, *p*\<.01). In the next step, we included color as main effect and then the interaction between target and color. Color as a main effect did not improve the model (*CHI*²(1) = 1.29, *p* = .257), however including the interaction did so (*CHI*²(1) = 4.30, *p*\<.05). As illustrated in [Fig. 2C](#pone.0121405.g002){ref-type="fig"} and reported in more detail in [Table 1](#pone.0121405.t001){ref-type="table"}, participants had a significantly lower probability of having a match if the target was a dissimilar other (*b* = -1.71, *SE* = .28, *p*\<.001, Odds Ratio *OR* = 0.18) compared to a dissimilar other. When looking at the interaction, we found that the target effect (reduced match for retiree) was more pronounced in the similar colors condition, *b* = 0.36, *SE* = 0.17, *p*\<.05, *OR* = 1.44.

10.1371/journal.pone.0121405.t001

###### Results of Linear Mixed Effects (LME) analysis of match between choices for self and other.

![](pone.0121405.t001){#pone.0121405.t001g}

                                                                                                                                                          OR             
  ---------- --- ------ ------ ------- --------------------------------------------- ----------- ------- ------------------------------------------------ ------- ------ --------
  Bl. Mod.   4   3233   3257   -1613                                                                                                                                     
  +Target    5   3227   3256   -1608   8.83[\*\*](#t001fn003){ref-type="table-fn"}                                                                                       
  +Color     6   3227   3263   -1608   1.29                                                                                                                              
  +Inter.    7   3225   3266   -1605   4.29[\*](#t001fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}     FFX:                                                                                
                                                                                     Intercept   3.27    6.88[\*\*\*](#t001fn004){ref-type="table-fn"}    26.44   5.08   137.47
                                                                                     Target      -1.71   -6.19[\*\*\*](#t001fn004){ref-type="table-fn"}   0.18    0.09   0.37
                                                                                     Color       -0.47   -1.64                                            0.62    0.22   1.75
                                                                                     Inter.      0.36    2.07[\*](#t001fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}        1.44    0.97   2.13

Bl. Mod... Baseline Model, Target... Varies if prediction was about similar versus dissimilar other, Color... Varies is prediction was made for similar versus dissimilar colors, Inter... Interaction between Target and Color, FFX... Fixed Effects, Df... Degrees of freedom, AIC Aikaike Information Criterion, BIC Bayesian Information Criterion, logLik... log Likelihood, ChiSq... Chi Square, b... non-standardized b coefficient, OR... Odd's Ration, LL Lower Limit, UL... Upper Limit,

\* *p*\<.05,

\*\* *p*\<.01,

\*\*\* *p*\<.001.

A possible caveat of our analysis of choice-matches is that we also found a difference in the internal consistency between self versus other-related choices. If choices are less consistent intrinsically for others compared to self, this could already explain the less than perfect match between self and other. To tackle the issue, we repeated our mixed effects model and only included color-pairs where participants were consistent on all 4 repetitions both for self and for other-choices (leaving 1767 out of 3792 trials for analysis). Results replicated what we found in our initial analysis, and the effects were even stronger in magnitude. Most importantly, the interaction between target and color again substantially improved the model (*CHI*²(1) = 13.76, *p*\<.001). For space limitations, we report all other results of this analysis in [S1 Table](#pone.0121405.s001){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

Imaging Results {#sec015}
---------------

### Activation for different color-pairs {#sec016}

We looked at the one-back control task to check for activation differences between conceptually similar and conceptually different color-stimuli. [Fig. 3A](#pone.0121405.g003){ref-type="fig"} shows the contrast one-back \> passive rest separately for conceptually similar and conceptually different colors. Both contrasts show activation throughout the ventral visual processing stream and a typical fronto-parietal attention network, with frontal areas more pronounced on the right side. A direct comparison between color-pair conditions of the one-back task found no significant differences.

![Baseline Contrasts.\
(A) Brain areas showing stronger activation for the one back task on color-pairs compared to passive rest (fixation cross viewing). (B) Brain areas showing stronger activation for self versus the one back (control) task. Results are separately shown for conceptually similar (blue) and conceptually different (red) colors. Overlapping areas are shown in purple. Voxel-level threshold of *p*\<.001 and cluster extent *p*\<.05 corrected.](pone.0121405.g003){#pone.0121405.g003}

### Self versus control (one-back task) {#sec017}

Our first goal was to map self-related processing. As passive rest is known to strongly activate the default mode network---which itself was linked to self-related cognition, e.g. \[[@pone.0121405.ref019]\]---we used the one-back task as control condition. Results from the contrast self \> control were separately calculated for conceptually similar and conceptually different colors. [Fig. 3B](#pone.0121405.g003){ref-type="fig"} shows that for similar colors, self \> control activated areas in the dorsal--posterior frontal cortex, posterior cingulate / precuneus, left lateral orbitofrontal areas, and areas in early visual cortex. For conceptually different colors, self \> control activated the medial frontal cortex including dmPFC and vmPFC, in posterior cingulate / precuneus, left lateral orbitofrontal areas, the left temporo-parietal junction, right cerebellum, left middle frontal cortex, and left somato-sensory cortex. Anatomical details for results from contrasts self \> controls are given in [S2 Table](#pone.0121405.s002){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

### Other versus self {#sec018}

We compared brain activation for other versus self related judgments separately for conceptually similar and conceptually different colors. Results are shown in [Fig. 4](#pone.0121405.g004){ref-type="fig"}, and overlaid on the maps for the self \> control contrast (described above). We also statistically tested for overlaps by calculating self \> control (at voxel-wise *p*\<.001 unc., cluster extent *p*\<.05 corrected, and minimum extent 10 voxels) within a mask that only contained regions activated for other \> self (determined by whole-brain analysis, voxel-wise *p*\<.001 unc., cluster extent *p*\<.05 corrected). [Table 2](#pone.0121405.t002){ref-type="table"} reports how many voxels of each other \> self cluster were also activated for self \> control (see column *Self\>OneBack*). Using the same masking procedure, we also calculated how many voxels of each other \> self cluster (e.g. in condition similar other) were also activated for the complementary other \> self contrast (in condition dissimilar other). The results from this overlap analysis are given in the column *DissO\>Self* or *SimO\>Self*.

![Differential Effects.\
(A) and (B): Green areas show higher activation for self versus control. Red and blue areas show differential activation with respect to the target of the preference judgment (self, similar other, dissimilar other). Results are separately shown for conceptually similar and dissimilar colors. (C). Red and blue areas show differences in differential activation with respect to target between conceptually different versus similar colors, i.e. an interaction between target and concept. Voxel-level threshold of *p*\<.001 and cluster extent *p*\<.05 corrected.](pone.0121405.g004){#pone.0121405.g004}

10.1371/journal.pone.0121405.t002

###### Brain areas showing differential activation for mentalizing versus introspection.

![](pone.0121405.t002){#pone.0121405.t002g}

                                                                  mni               vx overl.   vx overl.   vx overl.                                                   
  --------------------------------------------------------------- ----- ----- ----- ----------- ----------- ------------ ---------------------------------------------- -----------
  SIMILAR COLORS                                                                                                                                                        
                                                                                                            *Self \>*    *DissO \>*                                     *SimO \>*
  Similar Other \> Self                                                                                     *One Back*   *Self*                                         *DissO*
  R precuneus                                                     3     -55   19    5.40        410         43           \-                                             33
   L lingual                                                      -12   -49   1     4.81        \-                                                                      
   L post. cingulate                                              -3    -49   28    3.81        \-                                                                      
  Orbitofrontal / vmPFC                                           0     41    -20   4.66        86          13           \-                                             \-
   Orbitofrontal                                                  0     32    -23   4.65        \-                                                                      
  R hippoc. / fusiform                                            39    -7    -26   4.53        76          \-           13                                             \-
   R hippoc. / amygdala                                           18    -10   -11   3.80        \-                                                                      
  Self \> Similar Other                                                                                                                                                 
  \-                                                              \-    \-    \-    \-          \-          \-           \-                                             \-
                                                                                                            *Self \>*    *SimO \>*                                      *DissO\>*
  Dissimilar Other \> Self                                                                                  *OneBack*    *Self*                                         *SimO*
  L precentral                                                    -57   11    31    4.54        143         \-           \-                                             25
   L mid. temoral                                                 -57   -16   1     3.95        \-                                                                      
  R thalamus                                                      9     -7    19    4.34        465         \-           12                                             \-
   R pallidum                                                     18    8     -2    3.59        \-                                                                      
   L thalamus                                                     -9    -7    19    3.86        \-                                                                      
   L putamen                                                      -24   5     -2    4.07        \-                                                                      
   L IFG orbitalis / T.pole                                       -42   26    -17   4.10        \-                                                                      
  L sup. frontal                                                  -21   2     67    4.21        91          \-           \-                                             \-
   L SMA                                                          -12   8     70    3.57        \-                                                                      
  L cerebellum                                                    -18   -58   -35   4.17        55          \-           \-                                             \-
  Self \> Dissimilar Other                                                                                                                                              
  \-                                                              \-    \-    \-    \-          \-          \-           \-                                             \-
  Sim. Other \> Diss. Other                                                                                                                                             
  \-                                                              \-    \-    \-    \-          \-          \-           \-                                             \-
                                                                                                            *Self\>*     *SimO\>*                                       *DissO\>*
  Diss. Other \> Sim. Other                                                                                 *OneBack*    *Self*                                         *Self*
  R inf. parietal                                                 39    -46   49    3.69        51          \-           \-                                             10
   R angular                                                      27    -58   43    3.17        \-                                                                      
  DIFFERENT COLORS                                                                                                                                                      
                                                                                                            *Self\>*     *DissO\>*                                      *SimO\>*
  Sim. Other \> Self                                                                                        *OneBack*    *Self*                                         *DissO*
  L orbitofrontal                                                 -3    44    -20   5.52        125         45           \-                                             49
   L vmPFC                                                        -6    47    -17   5.08        \-                                                                      
  R precuneus                                                     3     -52   22    5.03        1185        271          19                                             145
   R post. cingulum                                               12    -46   22    4.84        \-                                                                      
   L post. cingulum                                               -6    -43   16    4.95        \-                                                                      
   L cuneus                                                       -9    -61   25    4.53        \-                                                                      
   L precuneus                                                    -3    -70   34    4.06        \-                                                                      
  R precentral                                                    33    2     52    4.74        174         \-           16[\*](#t002fn001){ref-type="table-fn"}        \-
   R SMA                                                          18    -4    49    4.12        \-                                                                      
  L IFG operc.                                                    -36   8     22    4.51        152         \-           36                                             \-
   L mid. frontal                                                 -33   26    34    3.89        \-                                                                      
   L insula                                                       -27   32    4     4.30        71          \-           \-                                             \-
  R sup. parietal                                                 21    -64   55    4.31        56          \-           20                                             \-
  R IFG triang.                                                   39    26    25    4.05        66          \-           \-                                             \-
  L post. MTG                                                     -60   -58   10    3.83        92          \-           \-                                             \-
   L TPJ /Angular                                                 -57   -58   25    3.69        \-                                                                      
  L sup. frontal                                                  -12   23    40    3.78        96          \-           \-                                             \-
   L SMA                                                          -6    11    52    3.74        \-                                                                      \-
  Self \> Similar Other                                                                                                                                                 
  \-                                                              \-    \-    \-    \-          \-          \-           \-                                             \-
                                                                                                            *Self\>*     *SimO\>*                                       *DissO\>*
  Dissimilar Other \> Self                                                                                  *OneBack*    *Self*                                         *SimO*
  R sup. parietal                                                 18    -64   55    4.35        52          \-           20                                             \-
  L precentral                                                    -39   5     22    4.05        67          \-           36                                             \-
  Self \> Dissimilar Other                                                                                                                                              
  \-                                                              \-    \-    \-    \-          \-          \-           \-                                             \-
                                                                                                            *Self\>*     *DissO\>*                                      *SimO\>*
  Sim. Other \> Diss. Other                                                                                 *OneBack*    *Self*                                         *Self*
  L orbitofrontal                                                 -3    32    -14   4.35        183         35           \-                                             49
   L vmPFC / ACC                                                  -3    47    1     3.81        \-                                                                      
  L precuneus                                                     -6    -61   31    3.69        169         93           \-                                             145
   L precuneus                                                    -9    -52   16    3.56        \-                                                                      
  Diss. Other \> Sim. Other                                                                                                                                             
  \-                                                              \-    \-    \-    \-          \-          \-           \-                                             \-
  INTERACTIONS                                                                                                                                                          
  SimO \> Self: SC \> DC                                                                                                                                                
  \-                                                              \-    \-    \-    \-          \-          \-           \-                                             \-
                                                                                                            *Self\>*     *DissO\>*                                      *SimO\>*
                                                                                                            *OneBack*    *Self*                                         *Self*
  SimO \> Self: DC \> SC                                                                                    SC / DC      SC / DC                                        SC / DC
  R superior parietal                                             30    -64   52    4.31        77          \- / -       \- / -                                         \- / 28
  R mid. frontal                                                  33    14    52    4.13        83          \- / -       \- / 11[\*](#t002fn001){ref-type="table-fn"}   \- / 69
   R precentral                                                   36    -4    46    4.01        \-                                                                      
  DissO \> Self: SC \> DC                                                                                                                                               
  \-                                                              \-    \-    \-    \-          \-          \-           \-                                             \-
  DissO \> Self: DC \> SC                                                                                                                                               
  \-                                                              \-    \-    \-    \-          \-          \-           \-                                             \-
  SimO vs DissO: SC vs DC[^1^](#t002fn002){ref-type="table-fn"}                                                                                                         
  \-                                                              \-    \-    \-    \-          \-          \-           \-                                             \-

\* Not significant at *p*\<.05 cluster-level corrected.

^1^ The label "vs" subsumes directed contrasts in both directions, summarized here for brevity.

Abbreviations: SimO... Similar Other; DissO... Dissimilar Other, SC... Similar Colors, DC... Different Colors.

Results are separately shown for conceptually similar and conceptually different colors. Voxel-level threshold of *p*\<.001 and cluster extent *p*\<.05 corrected.

### Conceptually Similar Colors {#sec019}

As shown [Fig. 4A](#pone.0121405.g004){ref-type="fig"}, we found higher activation for similar other \> self in the ventral mPFC / orbitofrontal cortex, precuneus, and in right-hemispheric limbic areas including hippocampus and amygdala. Of these areas, only the precuneus and the orbitofrontal cortex / vmPFC were also significantly engaged during self \> control (see [Table 2](#pone.0121405.t002){ref-type="table"}, *Self\>OneBack*). Moreover, among the areas activated for similar other \> self, the right hippocampus / amygdala cluster was also activated for the contrast dissimilar other \> self. No areas showed higher activation for self \> similar other.

Next, we looked for areas with the contrast dissimilar other \> self. We found activation in the left precentral gyrus, a large bilateral subcortical cluster including parts of thalamus, globus pallidus and putamen, in an area in the left superior frontal cortex / SMA, and in the left cerebellum (see [Fig. 4A](#pone.0121405.g004){ref-type="fig"}). None of these areas activated for dissimilar other \> self was also activated during self \> control, and only the right thalamus cluster was also activated for similar other \> self. The reverse contrast looking for self \> dissimilar other again found no significant results.

### Conceptually Different Colors {#sec020}

As shown in [Fig. 4B](#pone.0121405.g004){ref-type="fig"}, higher activation for similar other \> self was found in a large area in the precuneus and posterior cingulate cortex. Moreover, higher activation was found in the vmPFC / orbitofrontal cortex, left and right lateral frontal areas, and in the right posterior middle temporal gyrus and temporo-parietal junction. Further clusters showing stronger activation were found in right superior parietal lobule, right inferior frontal gyrus, and left superior frontal gyrus / SMA. As before, the precuneus and the orbitofrontal cluster showed overlaps with activation found for self \> control. Overlapping areas for the contrasts similar other \> self and dissimilar other \> self were found in left frontal cortex and right superior parietal lobule, and for the right frontal cortex and precuneus. The reverse contrast self \> similar other again showed no significant activation.

Higher activation for dissimilar other \> self was found in the right superior parietal lobule and in the left precentral gyrus. Both areas were not activated for self \> control. Moreover, we found that both areas were also activated by the contrast similar other \> self. The reverse contrast self \> dissimilar other again found no activation differences.

Differences between mentalizing for similar and dissimilar others {#sec021}
-----------------------------------------------------------------

We wanted to evaluate which brain areas were not only stronger activated for other \> self, but also for similar other versus dissimilar other. Results are listed in [Table 2](#pone.0121405.t002){ref-type="table"} in the column *SimO\>DissO* and accordingly *DissO\>SimO*. Additionally, we also looked for differences in mentalizing about a similar versus a dissimilar other on the whole brain level. Results are listed in separate paragraphs at the end of [Table 2](#pone.0121405.t002){ref-type="table"}.

### Conceptually Similar Colors {#sec022}

We found that among the areas showing stronger activation for similar other \> self, stronger activation for similar other \> dissimilar other was found in the precuneus---see the leftmost column *SimO \> DissO* in [Table 2](#pone.0121405.t002){ref-type="table"}. We also looked at the contrast similar other \> dissimilar other at the whole brain level. No additional areas were found. Among the areas that showed stronger activation for dissimilar other \> self, only the left precentral gyrus area also showed stronger activation for dissimilar other \> similar other. On the whole brain level, we additionally found an area in the right inferior parietal lobule, located medially and possibly in the intraparietal sulcus for dissimilar other \> similar other.

### Conceptually Different Colors {#sec023}

Among the areas that showed stronger activation for similar other \> self, we found that the precuneus and the left vmPFC also showed stronger activation for similar other \> dissimilar other. These two findings were also the only activation differences identified by our whole-brain search for similar other \> dissimilar other. Among the areas showing stronger activation for mentalizing about a dissimilar other \> self, none also showed stronger activation for dissimilar other \> similar other.

Differential patterns for conceptually similar versus different colors {#sec024}
----------------------------------------------------------------------

All differential effects (e.g. similar other \> self) were finally contrasted between conceptually similar and different colors. In other words, we looked for 'target person' by 'color concept' interactions. We used at voxel-wise *p*\<.001 uncorrected together with cluster extent *p*\<.05 corrected. Results are shown in the section *Interactions* in [Table 2](#pone.0121405.t002){ref-type="table"}. For the contrast similar other \> self, greater activation was found for conceptually different colors compared to similar colors in the right superior parietal lobe and in the right middle frontal gyrus. Activations are also shown in [Fig. 4C](#pone.0121405.g004){ref-type="fig"}. No other interactions showed significant effects.

Discussion {#sec025}
==========

In the present study participants predicted which of two colors a similar other (student) and a dissimilar other (retiree) would prefer. The novelty of our study is that we manipulated if color-pairs were two hues from the same color-category or two conceptually different colors (e.g. red versus blue). The former case should promote simulation, whereas the latter should facilitate theorizing as strategy for mentalizing. Based on this separation between simulation and theorizing, we searched for brain areas that support self-projection, i.e. overlaps in activation for predicting other's preferences and making self-related judgments. This allowed us to evaluate if self-projection is linked to simulation or the use of theories.

On the behavioral level, we found an interaction between self-other similarity and the conceptual nature of colors. The interaction showed that, if colors were two hues from the same category (e.g. green), predictions made for a similar other were most closely corresponding to one's own choice (almost 80% match), whereas predictions for a dissimilar other were most different from the own choice (around 50% match). This behavioral pattern speaks for simulation: The own choice is replicated if this is appropriate because of high self-other similarity and the absence of a conceptual basis that could promote theory use.

Brain activation findings are summarized in [Fig. 5](#pone.0121405.g005){ref-type="fig"}. As for the behavioral data, we found a clear main effect of target. The orbitofrontal cortex / vmPFC and the precuneus showed activation patterns in support of self-projection (self\>control, similar other \> self, similar other \> dissimilar other). However, the pattern did not significantly differ between the condition promoting simulation and the condition promoting theorizing (i.e. equal for conceptually similar and conceptually different colors, respectively). Another main finding was that for right superior parietal and middle frontal gyrus, we found an interaction between self-projection and color-concept. That is, activation for similar-other \> self was specifically found for conceptually dissimilar colors in those areas. The finding did not show a pattern in support of self-projection, as areas were not activated for self\>control. The direct comparison between targets showed that this activation pattern (i.e. stronger for conceptually dissimilar versus similar colors) was not different for similar versus dissimilar other. These findings suggest that right parietal lobe was engaged more strongly for conceptually different colors, in line with theory. Interestingly, this process did not differ in strength for similar and dissimilar other.

![Summary of Main Findings.\
Activation was determined by whole brain analyses using different contrasts tapping into different cognitive processes (self-related cognition, self-projection, mentalizing). A "✓"symbol indicate that a contrast found activation at *p*\<.001, *p*\<.05 corrected in parts of that brain area. Detailed results are reported in [Table 2](#pone.0121405.t002){ref-type="table"}. Contrast results are listed separately for conceptually similar colors ('SC') and conceptually different colors ('DC') and for the direct comparison between SC versus DC---labeled 'VS'.](pone.0121405.g005){#pone.0121405.g005}

Midline areas {#sec026}
-------------

Our results replicate the standard findings related to self-projection \[[@pone.0121405.ref008],[@pone.0121405.ref011],[@pone.0121405.ref020],[@pone.0121405.ref021]\]. Effects were found in the vmPFC and the precuneus, two structures strongly linked to self-related processing \[[@pone.0121405.ref022],[@pone.0121405.ref023]\] and mentalizing \[[@pone.0121405.ref024]--[@pone.0121405.ref027]\]. In addition, we identified the orbitofrontal cortex, which is known to be frequently co-activated with the vmPFC \[[@pone.0121405.ref028]\] and important for computing the current value or desirability of an object or an action for the self \[[@pone.0121405.ref029],[@pone.0121405.ref030]\]. In the present experiment, participants had to rate the pleasantness of one color in relation to a particular other color, which implies a judgment about the current rather than the absolute value of that color.

The activation patterns for vmPFC / orbitofrontal cortex and the precuneus are summarized in [Fig. 5](#pone.0121405.g005){ref-type="fig"}. In support of self-projection, we found activation differences for self\>control, similar other \> self, and similar \> dissimilar other. The novel aspect of our study is that we additionally manipulated the conceptual basis for mentalizing. A central feature of a brain area that subserves simulation is that its workings do not require a concept for the thing that the other person's mental state is about. For simulation, it is sufficient to simply (re-) experience a mental state of purely phenomenal or non-conceptual nature. Therefore mentalizing about conceptually similar colors should strongly engage brain areas subserving simulation. However, our results show that activation in cortical midline areas is not selective for conceptually similar colors, but also found for conceptually different colors. That is, we found the typical self-projection pattern in the precuneus and the ventral mPFC both for conceptually similar and conceptually different colors.

The absence of significant effects for our color-manipulation are surprising and do not support our working hypothesis that self-projection is linked to simulation. Rather, they suggest that self-projection is a strategy applied in different contexts---irrespective of the availability of theories for mentalizing.

Right frontal and parietal areas {#sec027}
--------------------------------

The other main finding of our study regards the right middle frontal gyrus and right superior parietal lobule. The activation patterns are illustrated in [Fig. 5](#pone.0121405.g005){ref-type="fig"}. Both areas were only activated by the mentalizing contrasts similar other \> self. Moreover, we found that activation in these areas was only found for conceptually different colors, and not for conceptually similar colors. This difference survived a direct comparison.

The parietal cortex is engaged in making comparative judgments of stimuli on a particular dimension, like for example number, size and luminance \[[@pone.0121405.ref031]\]. It is also engaged in comparing and grouping stimuli according to color \[[@pone.0121405.ref032]\], and in the formation of color-concepts according to color-groupings \[[@pone.0121405.ref033]\]. The right middle frontal gyrus is specifically engaged when colors from different categories are presented relative to colors from the same category---irrespective of the size of the hue difference \[[@pone.0121405.ref034]\]. This indicates that the right middle frontal gyrus is representing or coding colors in categories.

These findings on the right parietal and middle frontal gyrus suggest that participants were categorizing the color-stimuli presented in our task more strongly when they had to predict the choice for another person compared to themselves. Categorizing colors allows using conceptual knowledge about these categories, which speaks for theorizing rather than simulation. It is of interest that this activation pattern speaking for theorizing was similarly strong for similar other and dissimilar other. This lets us conclude that mentalizing can include theory-like processes irrespective to the extent of self-projection or simulation.

Hippocampus {#sec028}
-----------

Another observation was the implication of hippocampus and amygdala in predicting other's choices. We found activation for the contrasts similar other \> self and dissimilar other \> self, but, interestingly, no activation for our self-projection contrasts. Activation did not significantly differ for the color-concept factor. For the hippocampus, one interpretation of the observed activation pattern could be that participants used the memory of their own choices to produce choices for others. In addition, activation in amygdala could reflect a re-instantiation of implicit knowledge linked to emotional value of the stimuli, see e.g., \[[@pone.0121405.ref035]\].

Limitations {#sec029}
-----------

Our color-manipulation promotes different strategies for mentalizing (similar colors---simulation; different colors---theorizing), but does not guarantee a perfect separation. For example, one can argue that two hues of the same color can also be represented conceptually and linguistically (e.g. "lawn-green" versus "olive-green"). Nevertheless, evidence suggests that there is a measureable difference in processing of conceptually similar versus different color pairs. It was found that there are a few major color-categories, i.e. terms spontaneously used by participants for naming colors across the entire spectrum. In English, these are "red, pink, purple, blue, green, brown, yellow, orange" \[[@pone.0121405.ref036]\], see also \[[@pone.0121405.ref014]\]. Further research \[[@pone.0121405.ref015],[@pone.0121405.ref016]\] showed that if two colors are from two different conceptual categories (e.g. "green" vs. "blue"), they are easier to distinguish and remember than two colors with the same physical distance but from one conceptual category (e.g. two widely different hues of green). Note that these differences were found notwithstanding the fact that the latter two could be described as e.g. "lawn-green" vs. "olive-green". Thus, hues from different (compared to similar) categories have mental representations that differ more strongly in their conceptual nature. Brain activation differences found in our study can be linked to this relative difference; however, they do not reflect an all-or-none manipulation of simulation versus theorizing.

Conclusion {#sec030}
==========

We asked participants to predict which of two colors a similar other (student) and a dissimilar other (retiree) would prefer. During these judgments, we manipulated whether color-pairs were two colors from the same hue or two conceptually different colors (e.g. green versus blue). The former setting should promote simulation, whereas the latter should facilitate theorizing as strategy for mentalizing. We found two main effects: First we found a self-projection pattern in cortical midline areas---however, this was not affected by the conceptual nature of the color-difference. This suggests that self-projection subsumes simulation-like processes but may not be limited to them. Self-projection could be a universal strategy applied in different contexts---irrespective of the availability of theories for mentalizing. Second, we found a theory-like activation pattern in dorsal fronto-parietal areas---and this was not affected by the similarity of the target person. Put together, results show that mentalizing does not operate based on simulation *or* theory-theory, but that both strategies can be used concurrently to predict the choices of others, which is in line with hybrid-views, see e.g. \[[@pone.0121405.ref037]\].

Supporting Information {#sec031}
======================

###### Results of Linear Mixed Effects (LME) analysis of match between choices for self and other---only trials with perfect internal consistency for self and other choices.

(DOCX)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.

###### Results for self \> control task.

Results are separately shown for conceptually similar and conceptually different colors. Voxel-level threshold of *p*\<.001 and cluster extent *p*\<.05 corrected.

(DOCX)

###### 

Click here for additional data file.
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